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home—and forever changed a family. Rachel Anne Ridge was at the end of her rope. The economy had
crashed, taking her formerly thriving business along with it. She had been a successful artist, doing work she
loved, but now she felt like a failure. How would her family pay their bills? What would the future hold? If only
God would somehow let them know that everything was going to be all right . . . and then Flash the donkey
showed up. If there is ever a good time to discover a wounded, frightened, bedraggled donkey standing in
your driveway, this wasn’t it. The local sheriﬀ dismissed Flash as “worthless.” But Rachel didn’t believe that,
and she couldn’t turn him away. She brought Flash into her struggling family during their darkest hour—and
he turned out to be the very thing they needed most. Flash is the true story of their adventures together in
learning to love and trust; breaking down whatever fences stood in their way; and ﬁnding the strength,
conﬁdence, and faith to carry on. Prepare to fall in love with Flash: a quirky, unlikely hero with gigantic ears,
a deafening bray, a personality as big as Texas, and a story you’ll never forget.
Collide Gail McHugh 2013-09-17 Her mind tried to ﬁght a bloody battle against what her body already knew.
She wanted him, and she wanted him bad. On the heels of college graduation and the unexpected death of
her mother, Emily Cooper moves to New York City to join her boyfriend for a fresh start. Dillon Parker has
been sweet, thoughtful, and generous through Emily’s loss, and she can’t imagine her life without him—even
as her inner voice tells her to go slow. Then she meets Gavin Blake. A rich and notorious playboy, Gavin is
dangerously sexy and charming as hell. Their ﬁrst encounter is brief, but it’s enough to inﬂame Emily’s
senses. When their paths cross again through an unexpected mutual acquaintance, she tries to deny the
connection she feels, but Mr. Tall, Dark, and Handsome won’t let go so easily. As she discovers Gavin’s painﬁlled past and Dillon’s true nature begins to surface, Emily knows she must take action or risk destroying
everyone—including herself. But how can she choose when she can’t trust her own heart?
Betsy Ross Marilyn Clay 2014-01-23 A NEW, revised and expanded addition of the popular novel, BETSY
ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY by Marilyn Clay. This edition contains three brand new chapters making the book a
total of 340 pages.Betsy Griscom falls in love with John Ross while both young people are employed as
apprentices at Webster's Upholstery Shop in Philadelphia. Three years after the couple marry, a warehouse
explosion kills Betsy's beloved husband John. Betsy soon begins to wonder if the explosion was an accident
or was the warehouse ﬁre intentionally set? Was someone attempting to steal the Patriot weapons stored
there? When the authorities refuse to investigate the crime, Betsy determines to uncover the truth, but ﬁnds
herself deep in Philadelphia's dangerous and confusing underworld of spies and double agents. Ultimately
she has no choice but to trust the wrong man, but will she lose her life, or the lives of those she holds dear,
in the process? BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY is a gripping tale of one woman's courage during the pivotal
year of 1776 in our nation's history. "I made every eﬀort to remain true to historical events, such as the ﬁrst
public reading of the Declaration of Independence, and battles fought in colonial New York and New Jersey. In
my story Betsy interacts with real-life historical ﬁgures George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and her
siblings, Sarah, Rachel and George, as well as her future husband, privateer Captain Joseph Ashburn. I
consulted diaries and letters written by American Revolutionary generals and soldiers who lived then. I hope
readers will enjoy imagining how Betsy's life 'might have been' in the year 1776, keeping in mind that the
premise of my story is ﬁctional. History does not substantiate that Betsy Ross ever engaged in any sort of
covert activity." - author, Marilyn Clay "One of the most suspenseful tales of spying and espionage cleverly
interwoven into a stunningly realistic depiction of the Revolutionary war featuring life as it was in 1776 for
normal, everyday citizens caught up in a drama they had no choice but to endure." . . . Pat Beardon,
historian. “BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY will leave you breathless with anticipation wondering if Betsy will
succeed in her mission to bring down the ruthless double spy intent on thwarting the rebel cause. Chock full
of authentic historical details about the Revolutionary war. Highly recommended!” . . . Richard Whitaker,
historian. “From the talented pen of Marilyn Clay, fast becoming known as a premier historical suspense
author, comes yet another exceptional tale. Characters in Clay's novels spring to life as they draw you into
their world, allowing you to live their stories right along with them. In addition, BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL
SPY is, I believe, the ﬁrst novel ever written for adults featuring Betsy Ross as the heroine.” - Janet Stewart.
“That American icon Betsy Ross might have spied on the British for the Patriots during the Revolutionary war
is not a stretch. Loyalist customers would have frequented Betsy's upholstery shop in Philadelphia presenting
her with the perfect opportunity to listen and learn, which is exactly what she does in this clever,
suspenseful, and beautifully written tale that had me in its grip from page one. I laughed and cried with
Betsy and her beloved sister Sarah as the story unfolded and reached a most satisfying conclusion. Highly
recommended!” – Melissa Frederick, author "This is the sort of historical novel you don't want to see end. I
sat up long into the night reading this book. I only hope Ms. Clay intends to write a sequel! Thoroughly
enjoyed, thoroughly recommended!" - Andrea Walsh, author. "Ms. Clay's historical suspense novels always
please. Her Colonial Jamestown novels have been praised and recommended by both Booklist and the
Library Journal. BETSY ROSS: ACCIDENTAL SPY is no exception. Very highly recommended." - Beth Finley,
author.
So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish Douglas Adams 2008-12-30 Now celebrating the 42nd anniversary
of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, soon to be a Hulu original series! “A madcap adventure . . . Adams’s
writing teeters on the fringe of inspired lunacy.”—United Press International Back on Earth with nothing more
to show for his long, strange trip through time and space than a ratty towel and a plastic shopping bag,
Arthur Dent is ready to believe that the past eight years were all just a ﬁgment of his stressed-out
imagination. But a gift-wrapped ﬁshbowl with a cryptic inscription, the mysterious disappearance of Earth’s
dolphins, and the discovery of his battered copy of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy all conspire to give
Arthur the sneaking suspicion that something otherworldly is indeed going on. God only knows what it all
means. Fortunately, He left behind a Final Message of explanation. But since it’s light-years away from Earth,
on a star surrounded by souvenir booths, ﬁnding out what it is will mean hitching a ride to the far reaches of
space aboard a UFO with a giant robot. What else is new? “The most ridiculously exaggerated situation
comedy known to created beings . . . Adams is irresistible.”—The Boston Globe
Johnny Tremain Esther Forbes 1998 After injuring his hand, a silversmith's apprentice in Boston becomes a
messenger for the Sons of Liberty in the days before the American Revolution.
Pretending To Be A Debutante Annabelle Anders 2022-01-28 What happens when a spinster teacher
pretends to be a debutante? Miss Priscilla Fellowes is no stranger to disappointing loved ones. So when her
employer, Miss Primm needs her to impersonate troublesome student—Allison Meadowbrook—to protect the
school’s reputation, Priscilla cannot refuse. It’ll only be one meeting… perhaps two… Unfortunately, in
agreeing to play the part of a debutante, she must allow the Earl of Hardwood to court her. Caught between
the proverbial rock and hard place, the rock being Lord Hardwood, and the hard place, being… well, also
Lord Hardwood, she’s torn between loyalty to those who were there in her time of need and the desires of
her heart. Will Lord Hardwood forever be an impossible dream, or is there a path in all her pretending that
can somehow lead to love? Don’t miss out on any of these big-hearted stories featuring teachers and
students from Miss Primm’s Secret School for Budding Bluestockings—an academy where English Misses go
to learn how to ﬁt into society, but instead learn how to make their place in the world. Pretending to be the
Debutante is book 3 of this Steamy, Regency Romance Series. Other books in the Miss Primm's Series: 1)
Trapped with the Duke 2) Educated by the Earl 3) Pretending to be the Debutante 4) Rescued by the Rake 5)
Advising the Viscount Topics: historical romance, romantic series, women's ﬁction, romance saga, romance
heartwarming, emotional hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty swoon, funny romance, new
release, hidden romance, beta hero, top romance reads, best seller, regency romance, victorian romance,
general romance, rakes, rogues, debutantes, spinsters, wallﬂowers, london, ton, cinderella, beauty and the
beast, England, 1800's, nineteenth century, regent prince, barons, viscounts, earls, marquess, dukes,
baroness, viscountess, marchioness, duchess, countess, mistress, hidden identity, secret identity, society,
ballrooms, Mayfair, English village, Country school Perfect for fans of Lisa Kleypas, Julia Quinn, Tessa Dare,
Jane Austen, Mary Balogh, Johanna Lindsey, Sarah macLean, Lorraine Heath, Scarlet Scott, Eloisa James, Julie
Garwood, Loretta chase, Nora Roberts, Georgette Heyer, Katherine Grant, Anna Campbell, Beverly Jenkins,
Madeleline Hunter, Judith McNaught, Kathleen E. Woodiwiss, Diana Gabaldon, Suzanne Enoch, Carolyn
Brown, Celeste Bradley, Stephanie Laurens, Virginia Henley, Mary Jo Putney, Carla Kelly, Anna Gracie,
Bertrice Small, Grace Burrowes, Lindsay Sands, Sophie Jordan, Alyssa Cole, Lenora Bell, Jayne Ann Krentz,

Rescued Priscilla West A USA Today Bestselling Romance Novel by Priscilla West Note: This is the second
book in Hunter & Lorrie's story. Please read Wrecked ﬁrst, in order to fully enjoy this book. “There would be
no happy ending for us. He was too damaged. I was too broken.” Lorrie’s semester started oﬀ hopeful but
ended in disaster. Now, she’s even more lost and confused than she was at the beginning of the year. As
Lorrie ﬂees to the only family she has left, she has to come to terms with how things ended with Hunter.
Hunter has fought for so long to keep the truth from Lorrie in an eﬀort to protect her, but that has only
caused more heartache and pain. Realizing his mistake, Hunter has made a vow to get Lorrie back, but is it
too late? Will Hunter be able to overcome his own demons and help Lorrie through her pain, or are they
destined to keep hurting each other? ______________________________ Reading Order: The Forever series
currently follows three diﬀerent couples. You can choose which couple you start reading about, but each
couple's story has an order. Forbidden Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 1) Secret Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 2)
Beautiful Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 3) Wrecked (Hunter & Lorrie 1) Rescued (Hunter & Lorrie 2) Reckless
(Jax & Riley 1) Fearless (Jax & Riley 2)
An Unlikely Conclusion Patty Wiseman 2013-08 A train wreck threatens her future; a long kept secret
threatens to destroy her past. Just when she begins to feel safe the terror begins again. One moment in time,
on what should be the happiest day of her life, changes everything. Does Ruth have the strength to ﬁght the
chain reaction that ﬁnally reveals a shocking secret? Detroit in 1929 may be the scene of an unlikely
conclusion.
Fervent Priscilla Shirer 2015-08 Oﬀers a guide to ﬁghting back against Satan's temptations though the use
of prayer, outlining advice on developing personal prayer strategies to counter the enemy's diverse assault
strategies.
His Pretend Amish Bride Rachel J. Good 2020-06-30 In a small Amish town like picturesque Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, one solution to an indiscretion is to make a good marriage. Or perhaps, fake a respectable
engagement . . . Priscilla Ebersol has a fulﬁlling life teaching special needs children—until her boyfriend’s
humiliating betrayal ruins her reputation and threatens her job. Ostracized for something she didn’t do,
Priscilla throws herself into a project on the beneﬁts of camel’s milk for autism. Her research leads her to a
ﬂedgling local camel farm, where she discovers far more than she bargained for . . . When a pushy Englisch
company shows interest in shy, handsome Gabriel Kauﬀman’s camel farm, he struggles to get out of a sticky
negotiation. Lovely, well-spoken Priscilla appears at the perfect moment, and defends Gabe’s business so
well that she is mistaken for his wife. It’s a ruse the two quietly continue, all the while secretly wishing it
could be true. But though their bond deepens, Priscilla’s heart is still wounded, and Gabe battles with a
troubling secret. And when a misunderstanding comes between them, it will take faith, honesty, and trust in
the future to overcome the past—and allow their partnership to blossom into something more . . . Visit us at
www.kensingtonbooks.com
Skeleton King Charity B. 2020-06-12 In this town, I'm free from shameA place where everyone knows my
nameGlamorizing corpses to feed a needThat's why they call me Skeleton KingThey all worship me, but they
don't know the real meAll they see is my painted faceTruth is, I'm terriﬁed, all the hope inside me diedDeath
and cold will forever be my morbid fateThen she showed me something moreSomehow stealing death's
allureTrigger Warning: This book contains many triggers and this warning should be taken seriously. The
sexual and graphically depicted scenes in this novel are not for the squeamish and will be disturbing for
some readers.
Forbidden Surrender Priscilla West 2013-08-23 A Romance Novel by USA Today Bestselling Author Priscilla
West Note: This is the beginning of Vincent & Kristen's story. You DO NOT need to read any books in the
Forever Series before enjoying this one. "What gives you a thrill Kristen?" The minute I saw Vincent
Sorenson, I knew he was trouble. Arrogant. Controlling. Possessive. He was everything I craved, and nothing I
needed. Unfortunately, I couldn't just avoid him. The higher ups at my company decided they needed his
business, and I was on the team to bring him in. Vincent Sorenson didn't seem as interested in business as
he was in me, but I knew that was a door better left unopened. If I got involved with him, it would only
unearth the pain I spent years trying to bury. I thought I had it under control, but I seriously underestimated
Vincent's seductive charm and silver-tongue. I would soon ﬁnd out how delicious it would feel to let myself
fall into this forbidden surrender. ___________________ Reading Order: The Forever series currently follows
three diﬀerent couples. You can choose which couple you start reading about, but each couple's story has an
order. Forbidden Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 1) Secret Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 2) Beautiful Surrender
(Vincent & Kristen 3) Wrecked (Hunter & Lorrie 1) Rescued (Hunter & Lorrie 2) Reckless (Jax & Riley 1)
Fearless (Jax & Riley 2)
Surrender Priscilla West 2014-11-13 This bestselling contemporary romance series is now available for the
ﬁrst time ever as one complete book. This edition includes: Forbidden Surrender, Secret Surrender &
Beautiful Surrender in one unabridged book. "What gives you a thrill Kristen?" The minute I saw Vincent
Sorenson, I knew he was trouble. Arrogant. Controlling. Possessive. He was everything I craved, and nothing I
needed. Unfortunately, I couldn't just avoid him. The higher ups at my company decided they needed his
business, and I was on the team to bring him in. Vincent Sorenson didn't seem as interested in business as
he was in me, but I knew that was a door better left unopened. If I got involved with him, it would only
unearth the pain I spent years trying to bury. I thought I had it under control, but I seriously underestimated
Vincent's seductive charm and silver-tongue. I would soon ﬁnd out how delicious it would feel to let myself
fall into this forbidden surrender.
The Beginning After The End TurtleMe 2021-03-19 I had to accept that I wasn’t just Arthur Leywin
anymore, and that I could no longer be limited by the circumstances of my birth. If I was going to escape, if I
was going to go toe-to-toe with the most powerful beings in this world, I needed to push myself to my utmost
limit...and then I needed to push even further. After nearly dying as a victim of his own strength, Arthur
Leywin wakes to ﬁnd himself far from the continent where he was born for the second time. Alone, broken,
and with no way to tell his family he’s alive, Arthur must rebuild his strength to survive. As he ascends
through an ancient dungeon ﬁlled with hostile beasts and devious trials, he discovers an ancient, absolute
power - a power that will either ruin him or take him to new heights. But the dungeon won’t give up its
knowledge easily. Before he can plunder its depths, Arthur must learn to untangle the threads of fate. He
must band together with the unlikeliest of allies if he hopes to escape with his life.
The Long Sunset Jack McDevitt 2019-01-29 From Nebula Award winner Jack McDevitt comes the eighth
installment in the popular The Academy series—Priscilla “Hutch” Hutchins discovers an interstellar message
from a highly advanced race that could be her last chance for a mission before the program is shut down for
good. Hutch has been the Academy’s best pilot for decades. She’s had numerous ﬁrst contact encounters
and even became a minor celebrity. But world politics have shifted from exploration to a growing fear that
the program will run into an extraterrestrial race more advanced than humanity and war. Despite taking part
in the recent scientiﬁc breakthrough that rejuvenates the human body and expands one’s lifespan, Hutch
ﬁnds herself as a famous interstellar pilot with little to do, until a message from an alien race arrives. The
message is a piece of music from an unexplored area. Despite the fact that this alien race could pose a great
danger and that this message could have taken several thousand years to travel, the program prepares the
last interstellar ship for the journey. As the paranoia grows, Hutch and her crew make an early escape—but
what they ﬁnd at the other end of the galaxy is completely unexpected.
Surrender Sonya Hartnett 2012-06-26 "Sophisticated young readers will be awed by the delicate, measured,
heartbreaking portrait that emerges." – Kirkus Reviews (starred review) As life slips away, Gabriel looks back
over his brief twenty years, which have been clouded by frustration and humiliation. A small, unforgiving
town and distant, punitive parents ensure that he is never allowed to forget the horriﬁc mistake he made as
a child. He has only two friends - his dog, Surrender, and the unruly wild boy, Finnigan, a shadowy
doppelganger with whom the meek Gabriel once made a boyhood pact. But when a series of arson attacks
grips the town, Gabriel realizes how unpredictable and dangerous Finnigan is. As events begin to spiral
violently out of control, it becomes devastatingly clear that only the most extreme measures will rid Gabriel
of Finnigan for good.
Flash Rachel Anne Ridge 2015-04-24 The heartwarming tale of an irrepressible donkey who needed a
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Debbie Macomber, Robyn Carr, Susan Elizabeth Phillps, Jude Deveraux, Danielle Steel, C. L. Mecca, Sabrina
Jeﬀries, Grace Callaway, Sarah M. Eden, Julianne Donaldson, Kate Morton, Lily Dalton, Elizabeth Everett, Eva
Leigh, K.J. Charles, Kelly Bowen, Amalie Howard, Lydia San Andres, Olivia Waite, and more!
Beautiful Surrender Priscilla West 2013-11-06 A Romance Novel by USA Today Bestselling Author Priscilla
West Note: This is the third book in Vincent & Kristen's story. Please read Forbidden Surrender and Secret
Surrender ﬁrst, in order to fully enjoy this book. "What gives you a thrill Kristen?" No one is who they seem to
be. I let Vincent into my heart because he seemed so diﬀerent from everyone in my conservative world of
wealth management. I thought we shared something special, but Vincent has been playing me this entire
time. As our relationship reaches a crisis point, a man from my past returns looking for a second chance. Is
my ex really looking for redemption or is his goal something more sinister? I try my best to hold it all
together, until I discover a revelation that will change everything. ___________________ The Forever series
currently follows three diﬀerent couples. You can choose which couple you start reading about, but each
couple's story has an order. Forbidden Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 1) Secret Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 2)
Beautiful Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 3) Wrecked (Hunter & Lorrie 1) Rescued (Hunter & Lorrie 2) Reckless
(Jax & Riley 1) Fearless (Jax & Riley 2)
Irreversible Damage Abigail Shrier 2020-06-30 NAMED A BOOK OF THE YEAR BY THE ECONOMIST AND ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2021 BY THE TIMES AND THE SUNDAY TIMES "Irreversible Damage . . . has caused a
storm. Abigail Shrier, a Wall Street Journal writer, does something simple yet devastating: she rigorously lays
out the facts." —Janice Turner, The Times of London Until just a few years ago, gender dysphoria—severe
discomfort in one’s biological sex—was vanishingly rare. It was typically found in less than .01 percent of the
population, emerged in early childhood, and aﬄicted males almost exclusively. But today whole groups of
female friends in colleges, high schools, and even middle schools across the country are coming out as
“transgender.” These are girls who had never experienced any discomfort in their biological sex until they
heard a coming-out story from a speaker at a school assembly or discovered the internet community of trans
“inﬂuencers.” Unsuspecting parents are awakening to ﬁnd their daughters in thrall to hip trans YouTube stars
and “gender-aﬃrming” educators and therapists who push life-changing interventions on young
girls—including medically unnecessary double mastectomies and puberty blockers that can cause permanent
infertility. Abigail Shrier, a writer for the Wall Street Journal, has dug deep into the trans epidemic, talking to
the girls, their agonized parents, and the counselors and doctors who enable gender transitions, as well as to
“detransitioners”—young women who bitterly regret what they have done to themselves. Coming out as
transgender immediately boosts these girls’ social status, Shrier ﬁnds, but once they take the ﬁrst steps of
transition, it is not easy to walk back. She oﬀers urgently needed advice about how parents can protect their
daughters. A generation of girls is at risk. Abigail Shrier’s essential book will help you understand what the
trans craze is and how you can inoculate your child against it—or how to retrieve her from this dangerous
path.
Wrecked - [New Beginnings] Priscilla West “There would be no happy ending for us. He was too damaged.
I was too broken.” Two years ago, Lorrie’s mother was murdered. But that wasn’t the end of it. Reeling from
the tragedy, Lorrie’s father spiraled into alcohol, depression, and ﬁnally suicide. The two most important
people in Lorrie’s life are both gone but she’s still alive. Trying to recover from the tragedy, Lorrie returns to
campus, ready to pick up the pieces of her life. All Lorrie wants is to get back to “normal.” Then she meets
Hunter. The man, the legend, “The Hammer.” Hunter is a cage ﬁghter who takes on every ﬁght like he’s got
nothing to lose. His life is a tangled mess of girls, booze, and ﬁst ﬁghts. And while it may seem like he’s got a
devil-may-care attitude, he’s ﬁghting a private cage-match with a monster he can’t defeat. Lorrie knows that
Hunter is exactly the type of guy she should stay away from, especially in her fragile state, but Hunter has
other ideas. As Hunter and Lorrie grow closer together, will they be able to overcome their pain and heal
each other? Or will they both end up wrecked? Note: This is not a standalone book, it is an extended teaser
for the full length novel: Wrecked (The Forever Series).
Coming Home Jack McDevitt 2008-11-24 The dawn of history of the Viet people.Two sisters shouldered the
burden and the sacriﬁce needed to found a nation. A legend was born.
Forlorn Gina Detwiler 2017-11-20 Bad luck seems to follow Grace Fortune wherever she goes. She was
orphaned at a young age, and her musical talent got her accepted to a prestigious school for the arts, where
she was caught in the middle of horriﬁc school shooting that nearly takes her life. But then she meets
gorgeous loner, Jared Lorn, and falls madly in love. There is only one problem. Jared is not exactly human.
He's a Nephilim, an angel/human hybrid, descended from a cursed line of fallen angels known as the
Watchers. Having a half-demon boyfriend who's under a curse from God can be tough enough. But then
Grace decides that she wants to help free Jared from the curse by killing his angel father, Azazel, who is
bound up in the Abyss, where he will be judged at the End of Days. She has a powerful ally in her guardian
angel Ariel, who has given her a weapon: a Song that can tame demons. With a crew of loyal friends, Grace
and Jared will travel to the ends of the earth, battling the forces of heaven and hell that seek to defeat them.
Yet as their love grows stronger, they will ﬁnd themselves in danger of succumbing to the very corruption
that caused the Watchers' downfall.
Reckless Priscilla West 2014-11-13 Place of publication obtained from publisher website.
Only a Monster Vanessa Len 2022-02-22 The sweeping romance of Passenger meets the dark fantasy edge
of This Savage Song in this stunning contemporary fantasy debut from Vanessa Len, where the line between
monster and hero is razor thin. Don’t forget the rule. No one can know what you are. What we are. You must
never tell anyone about monsters. Joan has just learned the truth: her family are monsters, with terrifying,
hidden powers. And the cute boy at work isn’t just a boy: he’s a legendary monster slayer, who will do
anything to destroy her family. To save herself and her family, Joan will have to do what she fears most:
embrace her own monstrousness. Because in this story…she is not the hero. Dive deep into the world of Only
a Monster: hidden worlds dwell in the shadows, beautiful monsters with untold powers walk among humans,
and secrets are the most powerful weapon of all.
Hooked Emily McIntire 2021-09-07 He wants revenge, but he wants her more. Once Upon A Time, there was
a little boy. His belly full of laughter, his life full of joy. Until one day, something changed; stripped his
innocence away. The hole inside making space for the devil to come and play. His dreams gone forever, he
grew up way too fast. An endless night of crocodiles, and watches made of glass. He grew into a villain, the
taste of vengeance on his tongue. Craving to make his enemies pay for the misdeeds they had done. Instead
he found a darling girl, and refused to let her go. For what better way to make the man pay, than to steal his
little shadow. *Hooked is a full-length, complete standalone and the ﬁrst in The Never After Series: A
collection of fractured fairy tales where the villains get the happy ever after. This is a DARK Contemporary
romance (not fantasy) featuring mature themes and content that may not be suitable for all audiences.
Reader discretion is advised.*
Wrecked Priscilla West A USA Today Bestselling Romance Novel by Priscilla West Note: This is the beginning
of Hunter & Lorrie's story. You DO NOT need to read any other books in The Forever Series before enjoying
this one. “There would be no happy ending for us. He was too damaged. I was too broken.” Two years ago,
Lorrie’s mother was murdered. But that wasn’t the end of it. Reeling from the tragedy, Lorrie’s father
spiraled into alcohol, depression, and ﬁnally suicide. The two most important people in Lorrie’s life are both
gone but she’s still alive. Trying to recover from the tragedy, Lorrie returns to campus, ready to pick up the
pieces of her life. All Lorrie wants is to get back to “normal.” Then she meets Hunter. The man, the legend,
“The Hammer.” Hunter is a cage ﬁghter who takes on every ﬁght like he’s got nothing to lose. His life is a
tangled mess of girls, booze, and ﬁst ﬁghts. And while it may seem like he’s got a devil-may-care attitude,
he’s ﬁghting a private cage-match with a monster he can’t defeat. Lorrie knows that Hunter is exactly the
type of guy she should stay away from, especially in her fragile state, but Hunter has other ideas. As Hunter
and Lorrie grow closer together, will they be able to overcome their pain and heal each other? Or will they
both end up wrecked? ______________________________ Reading Order: The Forever series currently follows
three diﬀerent couples. You can choose which couple you start reading about, but each couple's story has an
order. Forbidden Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 1) Secret Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 2) Beautiful Surrender
(Vincent & Kristen 3) Wrecked (Hunter & Lorrie 1) Rescued (Hunter & Lorrie 2) Reckless (Jax & Riley 1)
Fearless (Jax & Riley 2)
Back to You Priscilla Glenn 2012-10-01 When Lauren Monroe ﬁrst laid eyes on Michael Delaney back in high
school, she had every reason to stay away from him; within minutes of their ﬁrst encounter, his volatile
actions conﬁrmed his notorious reputation. But Lauren saw something in him that caused her to question his
bad-boy persona, and against her better judgment, she took a chance. She had no way of knowing that the
unlikely friendship they formed would become so important to her. Or that it would end so painfully. Eight
years later, when Lauren begins her new job at Learn and Grow Day Care, Michael is the last person she
expects to see. Refusing to revisit the hurt and confusion of their past, Lauren vows to keep her distance
from him. But staying away from Michael proves to be more diﬃcult than she thought, despite her lingering
grief and her instincts for self-preservation. As Lauren and Michael recall the friendship that changed them
forever and the events that tore them apart, will they ﬁnally be able to heal? Or will the ghosts of Michael's
past prove to be too much to overcome?
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The Kardashians Jerry Oppenheimer 2017-09-19 From the New York Times bestselling author of Crazy Rich
comes a blockbuster unauthorized biography of one of the most famous and ubiquitous family dynasties in
contemporary culture: The Kardashians. Secrets and scandals of the Kardashians, so closely held that not
even hard core fans have heard about them, are ﬁnally exposed in New York Times bestselling author Jerry
Oppenheimer's forensic dissection of the infamous reality TV clan. From the curious life of patriarch Robert
Kardashian, whose family meatpacking business was tainted by scandal, to “momager” Kris Jenner’s topsecret plan for the future, The Kardashians reveals the untold, deﬁnitive story based on two years of
investigative reporting and scores of candid, on-the-record interviews, ranging from childhood friends to
powerful business associates, who break their silence for the ﬁrst time. In the decade since the Kardashians
ﬁrst appeared on the scene, millions of speculative words have been written about their drama-ﬁlled lives.
But most has been tabloid hype and gossip column fantasy. Until now. Oppenheimer has written revelatory
books on such international icons as the Clintons, the Kennedys, the Hiltons and more, and now comes The
Kardashians, the true story that will make headlines and shock even the most loyal fans.
Most of All You Mia Sheridan 2017-10-17 From the New York Times bestselling author of Archer's Voice
comes an "uplifting story of two broken souls" (Corinne Michaels) in this "exquisite, beautifully written
romance" (Samantha Young). A broken woman . . . Crystal learned long ago that love brings only pain.
Feeling nothing at all is far better than being hurt again. She guards her wounded heart behind a hard
exterior and carries within her a deep mistrust of men, who, in her experience, have only ever used and
taken. A man in need of help . . . Then Gabriel Dalton walks into her life. Despite the terrible darkness of his
past, there's an undeniable goodness in him. And even though she knows the cost, Crystal ﬁnds herself
drawn to Gabriel. His quiet strength is wearing down her defenses and his gentle patience is causing her to
question everything she thought she knew. Only love can mend a shattered heart . . . Crystal and Gabriel
never imagined that the world, which had stolen everything from them, would bring them a deep love like
this. Except fate will only take them so far, and now the choice is theirs: Harden their hearts once again or
ﬁnd the courage to shed their painful pasts.
Someone To Love Mary Balogh 2016-11-08 New York Times bestselling author Mary Balogh presents the ﬁrst
historical romance in the Westcott series, where the death of an earl reveals a most scandalous secret.
Humphrey Westcott, Earl of Riverdale, has died, leaving behind a fortune and a scandalous secret that will
forever alter the lives of everyone in his family—including the daughter no one knew he had... Anna Snow
grew up in an orphanage in Bath knowing nothing of the family she came from. Now she discovers that the
late Earl of Riverdale was her father and that she has inherited his fortune. She is also overjoyed to learn she
has siblings. However, they want nothing to do with her or her attempts to share her new wealth. But the
new earl’s guardian is interested in Anna… Avery Archer, Duke of Netherby, keeps others at a distance. Yet
something prompts him to aid Anna in her transition from orphan to lady. As London society and her
newfound relatives threaten to overwhelm Anna, Avery steps in to rescue her and ﬁnds himself vulnerable to
feelings and desires he has hidden so well and for so long.
Pulse Gail McHugh 2014-08-12 "A sexy contemporary romance novel set in New York City about a love
triangle"-Child Bride Suzanne Finstad 2011-04-20 The myth-shattering account of the most famous and most taboo
love story in rock-and-roll history Child Bride reveals the hidden story of rock icon Elvis Presley’s love aﬀair
with fourteen-year-old Priscilla Beaulieu, the ninth-grader he wooed as a G.I. in Germany and cloistered at
Graceland before marrying her to fulﬁll a promise to her starstruck parents. Award-winning biographer
Suzanne Finstad perceptively pieces together the clues from candid interviews with all the Presley
intimates—including Priscilla herself, along with hundreds of sources who have never before spoken
publicly—to uncover the surprising truths behind the legend of Elvis and Priscilla, a tumultuous tale of sexual
attraction and obsession, heartbreak and loss. Child Bride, the only major biography of Priscilla Beaulieu
Presley, unveils the controversial child-woman who evolved from a lonely and sexually precocious teenager
kept by the King of Rock and Roll into a shrewd businesswoman in control of the multimillion-dollar Elvis
Presley empire, a rags-to-riches saga of secrets and betrayals that began when Priscilla was only three years
old.
The Engines of God (Academy - Book 1) Jack McDevitt 2013-08-15 'No one writing today is better than
McDevitt at combining galaxy-spanning adventure with the genuine novel of ideas' Washington Post Book
World Two hundred years ago, humans made a stunning discovery in the far reaches of the solar system: a
huge statue of an alien creature, with an inscription that deﬁed all eﬀorts at translation. Now, as faster-thanlight drive opens the stars to exploration, humans are ﬁnding other relics of the race they call the MonumentMakers - each diﬀerent, and each heartbreakingly beautiful. But except for a set of footprints on Jupiter's
moon Iapetus, there is no trace of the enigmatic race that has left them behind. Then a team of scientists
working on a dead world discover an ominous new image of the Monument-Makers. Somehow it all ﬁts with
other lost civilizations, and possibly with Earth's own future. And distant past. But Earth itself is on the brink
of ecological disaster - there is no time to search for answers. Even to a question that may hold the key to
survival for the entire human race.
Fearless Priscilla West 2014-11-17 Place of publication obtained from publisher website.
Amber to Ashes Gail McHugh 2015-06-09 From the New York Times bestselling author of Collide and Pulse
comes a gritty new novel about a shattered young woman who unexpectedly falls for two best friends. They
were a storm I never saw coming, an unforeseen heartbreak on the edge of a dangerous cliﬀ. Amber
Moretti’s life changes in the span of minutes. An orphaned outsider, she is desperate to start fresh the
moment she walks onto campus. In the time it takes to cross the university’s dining hall, she meets two men
who bring color, air, and light to her darkened world. They became my addiction, each a needle to my next
hit, my high. Brock Cunningham’s appeal is dizzying, a potent force Amber can’t deny. A green-eyed smooth
talker, he instantly attracts Amber. It doesn’t take long for him to consume her every thought, her every
breath. Ryder Ashcroft, a blue-eyed, tattooed, and pierced bad boy, turns Amber oﬀ immediately—that is,
until he kisses her, stealing a piece of her heart, her soul. They were as opposite as ﬁre and ice, yet I ached
for them equally. Never knowing she could be broken down in so many unexpectedly beautiful yet petrifying
ways, Amber ﬁnds herself falling for both men. Immoral? Maybe. I say undeniable. Uncontained. But one
devastating event changes everything, shattering each of their lives...and Amber isn’t sure she can recover
from it.
What Mr. Mattero Did Priscilla Cummings 2005-08-18 Three junior high school girls accuse their music
teacher of inappropriate actions. The story is told through the eyes of one of the accusers, Claire, who lives
in the shadow of a disabled younger brother, and the teacher’s daughter Melody. Interwoven in the story are
the problems the three accusers face in their own lives and the work Melody does at a horse farm where she
helps disabled children – one of whom turns out to be Claire’s brother.
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition Jamie McGuire 2012-11-27 Travis Maddox, Eastern
University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month,
but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Secret Surrender Priscilla West 2013-10-03 A Romance Novel by USA Today Bestselling Author Priscilla West
Note: This is the second book in Vincent & Kristen's story. Please read Forbidden Surrender ﬁrst, in order to
fully enjoy this book. “What gives you a thrill Kristen?” I knew that giving in to Vincent Sorenson was a risk,
but it was one I was willing to take. I had hidden my heart for so long and for the ﬁrst time in a long time,
Vincent was close to breaking down the walls. When a trip to Vincent’s exclusive private island reveals the
real Vincent underneath the layers of suave nonchalance, I thought we were close to the start of something
special. Just when things were looking up for us, I would discover the one secret that Vincent never intended
for me to ﬁnd. ___________________ Reading Order: The Forever series currently follows three diﬀerent
couples. You can choose which couple you start reading about, but each couple's story has an order.
Forbidden Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 1) Secret Surrender (Vincent & Kristen 2) Beautiful Surrender
(Vincent & Kristen 3) Wrecked (Hunter & Lorrie 1) Rescued (Hunter & Lorrie 2) Reckless (Jax & Riley 1)
Fearless (Jax & Riley 2)
Yours Forever Robin Jones Gunn 1998 In trying to win the attention of handsome Todd, ﬁfteen-year-old
Christy alienates everyone else but discovers that God cares for her even during broken relationships.
Black Butterﬂies: the Exquisitely Crafted Debut Novel that Captures Life Inside the Siege of Sarajevo Priscilla
Morris 2022-05-05
Her Country Marissa R. Moss 2022-05-10 In country music, the men might dominate the radio waves. But it’s
women—like Maren Morris, Mickey Guyton, and Kacey Musgraves—who are making history. This is the full
and unbridled story of the past twenty years of country music seen through the lens of these trailblazers’
careers—their paths to stardom and their battles against a deeply embedded boys’ club, as well as their
eﬀorts to transform the genre into a more inclusive place—as told by award-winning Nashville journalist
Marissa R. Moss. For the women of country music, 1999 was an entirely diﬀerent universe—a brief blip in
time, when women like Shania Twain and the Chicks topped every chart and made country music a woman’s
world. But the industry, which prefers its stars to be neutral, be obedient, and never rock the boat, had other
plans. It wanted its women to “shut up and sing”—or else. In 2021, women are played on country radio as
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little as 10 percent of the time, but they’re still selling out arenas, as Kacey Musgraves does, and becoming
inﬁnitely bigger live draws than most of their male counterparts, creating massive pop crossover hits like
Maren Morris’s “The Middle,” pushing the industry to confront its racial biases with Mickey Guyton’s “Black
Like Me,” and winning heaps of Grammy nominations. Her Country is the story of how in the past two
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decades, country’s women fought back against systems designed to keep them down and created entirely
new pathways to success. It’s the behind-the-scenes story of how women like Kacey, Mickey, Maren, Miranda
Lambert, Rissi Palmer, Brandi Carlile, and many more have reinvented their place in an industry stacked
against them. When the rules stopped working for these women, they threw them out, made their own, and
took control—changing the genre forever, and for the better.
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